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• The Australian winegrape crush for 2022 is estimated to be 1.73 million tonnes
• The crush is 13.5 per cent below the record crush of 2.01 million tonnes recorded 

in 2021, and 2 per cent below the 10-year average of 1.78 million tonnes 
• The reduction is equivalent to approximately 190 million litres of wine
• South Australia was the largest contributor with 51 per cent of the national 

crush, followed by NSW (29 per cent) and Victoria (17 per cent)
• The three large warm inland Geographical Indications – the Riverland (South 

Australia), Murray Darling–Swan Hill (NSW and Victoria) and Riverina (NSW) – 
together accounted for 73 per cent of the crush 

• The total estimated value of the 2022 crush at the weighbridge was $1.21 billion, 
a decrease of $335 million (22 per cent) compared with 2021 but $60 million 
more than in 2020

• The average winegrape purchase price decreased by 10 per cent to $630 per tonne
• The average value for reds decreased by 15 per cent to $707 per tonne, while the 

average value for whites increased by 2 per cent to $548 per tonne (the highest 
since 2008).

• The red variety crush was down by 17 per cent while white varieties were down 
by 9 per cent

• Shiraz was the largest variety with a crush of 433,305 tonnes, a decrease of 
19 per cent compared with 2021

• Chardonnay was the second largest variety overall and largest white variety 
with 358,007 tonnes, a decrease of 6 per cent compared with 2021

• All the top 10 red varieties decreased in crush except for Durif and Malbec 
• All the top 10 white varieties except Gewurztraminer declined, with Pinot Gris/

Grigio (down 20 per cent) and Muscat Gordo Blanco (down 18 per cent) having 
the largest decreases 

• There were 624 respondents to the National Vintage Survey in 2022 – the highest 
participation rate ever. The reported tonnes account for an estimated 91 per cent 
of the total Australian winegrape crush in 2022

At a glance summary
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Overview of the 2022 winegrape crush
The 2022 Australian winegrape crush is estimated1 to be 1.73 million tonnes, 2 per 
cent below the 10-year average of 1.78 million tonnes and 13.5 per cent below the 
record crush of 2.01 million tonnes recorded in 20212.

The estimated yield was just under 12 tonnes per hectare3, slightly lower than the 
10-year average of 12.55 tonnes per hectare (see Figure 1). 

1. Based on responses to the National Vintage Survey 2022
2. Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment, May 2022
3. Assumes a total vineyard area of 146,244 hectares as reported in the National Vineyard Scan 

(2019)

The total estimated value of the 2022 crush at the weighbridge was $1.21 billion, 
a decrease of $335 million (22 per cent) compared with the record 2021 value but 
$60 million more than in 2020. This reduction was a result of the reduced crush, 
combined with a reduction in the overall average value, which decreased by 10 per 
cent from $701 per tonne to $630 per tonne.

Figure 1: Australian winegrape crush and average yield 2012–2022
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The reduction in crush compared with 2021 is likely to be due to a combination of 
seasonal influences and adjustments made by winemakers to market conditions 
and capacity limitations. 

After a record high vintage in 2021, a lower yield in general was expected due to 
reduced cropping potential. This natural variation was compounded by a number 
of significant seasonal effects – in particular heavy widespread spring and summer 
rainfall across much of the eastern half of Australia.

The 2021–22 season was another relatively wet one, with a La Niña declared for 
the second year in a row, along with a negative Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD). These 
climate drivers produced above-average rainfall across much of Australia, as well 
as below-average maximum spring temperatures.

November 2021 was Australia’s wettest November since national records began 
in 1900. Many locations had their wettest November on record, particularly the 
Murray-Darling Basin, inland New South Wales, the ACT, southern Queensland 
and northern and western South Australia. By contrast, western Tasmania, parts 
of South Australia and South-west Western Australia had below-average spring 
rainfall.

Substantial flooding occurred on the eastern coast on NSW and southern 
Queensland in late November/early December. While flooding did not directly 
affect many vineyards, the heavy ongoing rain made vineyard management 

difficult across many regions. In addition, severe hailstorms reduced crop potential 
in the Barossa, Riverland and a number of other regions. 

A cool summer and low rainfall during February generally favoured ripening and 
provided good conditions for harvesting.

Apart from seasonal effects, the 2021–22 season was challenging as a result of 
capacity limitations going into vintage following the record harvest in 2021, as 
well as Covid-19-related labour shortages, reduced exports to China and shipping 
disruptions, delays and escalating costs, which have been so severe they have been 
described4 as causing a ‘paradigm shift’ for the wine industry. 

Restricted winery tank capacity, together with reduced global demand and 
prices for red wines5 may have resulted in wineries and growers reducing overall 
production and/or intake of grapes – particularly red varieties6. However, it is not 
possible for the National Vintage Survey to separate normal seasonal fluctuations 
in yield and weather events from active strategies to reduce intake.

4. Hillebrand (International freight logistics company specialising in alcohol transport)  
November 2021

5. Ciatti Global Market Reports
6. It is not possible to determine accurately the extent to which this may have occurred, but 

anecdotal evidence indicates that some grapes were not harvested
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Crush by state and region
South Australia (SA) accounted for the largest share of the crush (51 per cent), with 
an estimated 889,254 tonnes. The crush was down by 15 per cent compared with 
2021 (154,483 tonnes) but was closely in line with its five-year average of 901,062 
tonnes.

New South Wales (NSW) was the second largest contributor with an estimated 
495,088 tonnes (29 per cent of the total). Its crush decreased by 14 per cent and 
was also 11 per cent below its five-year average of 555,834 tonnes. 

Victoria crushed an estimated 291,847 tonnes and decreased by 12 per cent, 
retaining its 17 per cent share overall. It was just (2 per cent) below its five-year 
average of 296,337 tonnes.

The estimated crush from Western Australia increased by 3 per cent to 45,546 
tonnes, against the overall trend, and as a result increased its share from 2 per cent 
to 3 per cent of the national crush7. 

The three large warm inland Geographical Indications – the Riverland (South 
Australia), Murray Darling–Swan Hill (NSW and Victoria) and Riverina (NSW)8 – 
together accounted for 73 per cent of the crush, an increase of 2 percentage points 
compared with 2021, and in line with their long-term average share. The crush from 
these warm inland GI regions/zones combined decreased by 12 per cent compared 
with 2021 to 1.140 million tonnes, which was just 1 per cent below the five-year 
average of 1.154 million tonnes.

The Riverland is the largest single region (32 per cent of the national crush), 
followed by Murray Darling – Swan Hill (21 per cent) and Riverina (19 per cent) – see 
Figure 3. 

7. The response rate from WA has increased, accounting for some of the increase in reported 
crush and improving the accuracy of the estimate of overall share. The 2022 crush was 16 per 
cent above the five-year average, which is primarily attributable to a substantial improvement 
in survey participation by WA wineries over that timeframe – with the number of respondents 
increasing from 80 in 2017 to 113 in 2022.

8. Region size calculated including small amounts of grapes from areas just outside each region 
but within the same GI zone. Perricoota GI region is included with Riverina. (See Geographical 
Indications dashboard for location of vineyards, regions and zones)
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Figure 2: Estimated crush and change in crush by state 2022

Figure 3: Share of crush by major region in 2022
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In New South Wales, the cool-temperate regions excluding Riverina, Murray 
Darling–Swan Hill (NSW) and Perricoota made up just 4 per cent of the state’s 
crush, with the largest regions being the Hunter, Gundagai and Orange. Most of 
these regions had considerable percentage increases in 2022 compared with 2021 
(Figure 5).

Figure 4: South Australia reported crush11 by region 2022  
and year-on-year change

11. The reported crush (or collected tonnes) is the amount directly reported in the survey, without 
being scaled up to allow for the non-response rate (see Method section). The non-response rate 
is 9 per cent at a national level but can be higher, particularly for small regions, and can vary 
from year to year, contributing to the change in reported crush.

Figure 5: New South Wales reported crush by region 2022 and year-on-
year change

Excluding the crush from the warm inland regions, the remaining 27 per cent of the 
Australian wine crush reported in the National Vintage Survey came from ‘cool-
temperate’ areas across six states - including 60 designated GI regions9, as well as 
areas outside the GI regions but within GI zones (approximately 5 per cent of the 
total cool-temperate crush).

In South Australia, the reported crush for regions outside the Riverland was 
295,520 tonnes (37 per cent). The Barossa Valley had the largest share, followed by 
Langhorne Creek and Coonawarra. Clare Valley was the only one of the top 10 SA 
regions to crush more in 2022 than in 2021, while McLaren Vale overtook Padthaway 
as the fourth largest GI region10 (Figure 4). 

9. Gippsland is actually defined as a GI zone but is included as a region in this report
10. Variations in response rates can account for some of the apparent change in the crush size
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In Victoria, the crush from regions excluding Murray Darling – Swan Hill (Vic) made 
up 24 per cent of the state’s crush, with King Valley having by far the largest share. 
The crush from these regions together decreased by 14 per cent in 2022, with most 
of the reduction coming from the Yarra and Goulburn Valleys (Figure 6). Goulburn 
Valley overtook Yarra Valley as the third largest region in this group.
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Figure 6: Victoria reported crush by region 2022 and year-on-year change

Western Australia had a reported crush of 41,274 tonnes in 2022, with Margaret 
River having by far the largest share with 65 per cent, followed by Great Southern 
with 17 per cent.

There was a mixed result in 2022, with Margaret River and Geographe – adjacent 
regions in the southwest corner of the state – each reporting an 8 per cent increase 
in the crush, while Great Southern on the south coast and Swan District north of 
Perth each saw declines of more than 10 per cent (Figure 7). Overall, the reported 
WA crush was up 3 per cent.

Table 1 on page 13 shows the collected crush tonnage and value by state and region 
for all GI regions.

Figure 7: Western Australia reported crush by region 2022  
and year-on-year change
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Crush by colour and variety
The crush of red grapes12 in 2022 is estimated to be 959,131 tonnes – a decrease of 
191,395 tonnes (17 per cent) compared with 2021, and 3 per cent below the 5-year 
average.  It should be noted, though, that the 2022 red grape crush is still 4 per 
cent above the 10-year average, as the tonnage of red winegrapes has been on a 
generally upward trend for the past 10 years (Figure 8).

The white crush was 775,129 tonnes – a decrease of 79,500 tonnes (9 per cent) 
compared with 2021 and also 9 per cent below the 10-year average. The smaller 
decrease in the white crush compared with red meant that whites increased their 
share to 45 per cent after falling to 43 per cent in 2021. This was still below the 10-
year average share of 48 per cent, and reflects the continuing trend towards red 
varieties that has been occurring over that timeframe (Figure 8).

The top 4 red varieties – Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Pinot Noir – 
contributed equally in percentage terms to the overall decrease, all being down by 
19 per cent. Mataro/Mourvedre had the largest relative decline (down 38 per cent 
compared with 2021) while both Durif (up 8 per cent) and Malbec (up 51 per cent) 
increased, against the overall trend (Figure 9).

All the top 10 white varieties except Gewurztraminer declined, with Pinot Gris/Grigio 
(down 20 per cent) and Muscat Gordo Blanco (down 18 per cent) having the largest 
decreases. Chardonnay, the largest white variety accounting for 46 per cent of 
the white crush, only decreased by 6 per cent, while Sauvignon Blanc and Riesling 
also had a relatively small decrease – down 10 per cent and 2 per cent respectively 
(Figure 10).

Table 2 on page 16 shows the total crush and estimated value for each major 
variety.

12. Pinot Noir is counted in the red crush although some of it is used to make white (sparkling) wine.
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Figure 8: Winegrape crush by colour 2012–2022

Figure 9: Estimated crush of top 10 red varieties and year-on-year change
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Other varieties
The top 10 red and top 10 white varieties together accounted for 95 per cent of 
the total crush in 2022 (Figure 11). The remaining 5 per cent (93,831 tonnes) was 
made up of a further 65 red and 60 white varieties. Some of these are individually 
reported in the regional intake summary tables while others are grouped under 
‘other red’ or ‘other white’ because of their small volumes and/or small number of 
reporting wineries. Table 3 on page 17 provides more detail on the minor varieties 
crushed in Australia, as reported by respondents to the National Vintage Survey 
2022.
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Crush by winery size
In 2022, there were 624 respondents to the National Vintage Survey (an 8 per cent 
increase compared with 2021 and the highest number ever), plus a further 88 who 
reported a zero crush for the 2022 vintage, making a 37 per cent response rate out 
of 193113 eligible entities.

Respondents are classified into size categories based on their crush. The largest 
size category (>10,000 tonnes) accounted for 4 per cent of respondents and 83 
per cent of the reported crush, while the smallest size category (<100 tonnes) 
accounted for 51 per cent of the responses and 1 per cent of the crush (Figure 12). 

Overall, it is estimated that the survey responses accounted for 91 per cent of the 
total Australian winegrape crush in 2022. All wineries classified as crushing over 
10,000 tonnes responded to the survey.

Despite representing a small overall share of the national crush, the contribution 
of smaller wineries is very important to the accuracy of the report at the individual 
regional level, particularly for the smaller regions, and to provide a picture of the 
distribution and change in the varietal mix in Australia.

13. Of the 1989 entities initially sent a survey, 58 reported that they do not crush grapes or were no 
longer in business.

13%

3%
1%83%

>10,000 tonnes

500–10,000 tonnes

100–500 tonnes
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Figure 12: Share of reported crush by winery size category
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Analysis of grape purchases
The winegrape batches reported in the National Vintage Survey are classified as 
either ‘winery grown’ – i.e. grown by the winery that crushed them, or ‘purchased’ – 
i.e. bought from an independent supplier.

Of the 624 respondents to the National Vintage Survey 2022, 230 (37 per cent) 
reported only crushing their own grown grapes (estate-grown), while the remaining 
63 per cent purchased at least some of the grapes they crushed. 

Purchased grapes made up 65 per cent of the total crush in 2022, compared with 
66 per cent in 2021. There were 1,015,638 tonnes of purchased grapes reported in 
2022, made up of 25,797 individual batches14 purchased by 394 different wineries, 
with a total reported value of $639,846,563. (These figures represent reported 
tonnes – ie they have not been raised to allow for the non-response rate.) 

The crush of purchased grapes decreased by 15 per cent, while the crush of own 
grown grapes decreased by 10 per cent (Figure 13).

14. Most transactions represent individual purchases, but some respondents choose to group 
transactions by variety and region which does not affect the average value but makes the price 
dispersion analysis slightly less accurate.
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The average value across all purchases in 2022 was $630 per tonne, a decrease 
of 10 per cent compared with the 2021 average value of $701 per tonne. The overall 
decrease was made up of a 15 per cent decrease in the average value of reds to 
$707 per tonne, partly offset by a 2 per cent increase in the average value of whites 
to $548 per tonne. The average value for whites has increased every year since 
2014, and in 2022 was at its highest level since 2008. The average value for reds has 
declined for the past two years from a peak of $871 in 2020 but was still higher in 
2022 than it was in 2017 or the 8 years prior to that (see Figure 14). 

The main driver of the overall decrease was a decline in average value for reds from 
the warm inland regions of 30 per cent (down from $547 per tonne in 2021 to $384 
in 2022). The average value for whites from these regions combined remained static 
($419 per tonne compared with $417 in 2021). 

For the first time since 2005, the average value for white varieties from the warm 
inland regions was higher than that of reds (Figure 15).
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Figure 14: Average winegrape purchase value by colour 2008–2022 Figure 15: Winegrape prices historical by colour and region15 

15. Source: National Utilisation Survey Project (1999–2007), Price Dispersion reports (2008–2014), 
National Vintage Survey (2015–2022)

Individually, most of the red varieties declined in average value, with Shiraz down 
19 per cent, Cabernet Sauvignon down 13 per cent and Merlot down 20 per cent. 
Pinot Noir has a smaller decrease (down 3 per cent) while Grenache (up 5 per cent) 
and Mataro/Mourvedre (up 1 per cent) were the only top 10 red varieties to increase 
overall in average value.

Of the whites, Sauvignon Blanc had the largest increase in average value – up by 
12 per cent, followed by Riesling (up 7 per cent) and Semillon (up 5 per cent). The 
average value for Chardonnay was down by 3 per cent and Pinot Gris/Grigio was 
down 2 per cent (see table 2).

In the cool-temperate regions, the average value for red varieties was down 3 per cent 
compared with 2021, while the white value was up by 11 per cent. The average value 
for whites in the cool/temperate regions was the highest ever reported on average for 
Australia at $1324 per tonne, but was still below that of reds ($1532 per tonne). 
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Price dispersion
The dispersion of prices paid can be determined from an analysis of the batch 
data. Each individual batch is assigned to a price segment and the amount and 
share purchased in each segment is calculated. Overall, the dispersion analysis for 
2022 shows very little change compared with 2021, despite the decrease in average 
value, with 68 per cent of reds purchased at below $600 per tonne compared with 
60 per cent in 2021, and 83 per cent of whites purchased in this price segment 
compared with 82 per cent in 2021.

However, an analysis of the purchases below $600 per tonne at a more granular 
level shows that there has been a significant downward shift in prices paid for reds, 
with 34 per cent purchased between $300 and $350 per tonne, compared with 
none in 2021, while only 6 per cent was purchased between $500 and $600 per 
tonne, compared with 49 per cent in 2021 (Figure 16).

Estimated value of the Australian winegrape crush
Using the average value calculated for each variety and assigning the same 
value to winery grown fruit16 gives an estimate of the value of the total crush at 
the weighbridge. In 2022, the estimated value of the total crush was $1.21 billion, 
down 22 per cent from the record $1.55 billion in 2021 (see Table 2). The 22 per cent 
decrease reflects the decrease in tonnage amplified by the decrease in overall 
average value. 

16. This calculation is done at the individual region/variety level

Figure 16: Price dispersion for red and white purchased grapes 2022 vs 2021
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Table 1: Crush by state and region 2022 (collected tonnes)

State and region Tonnes  
purchased

Tonnes  
own grown

Total  
tonnes

Share  
winery grown

Share of  
national crush # respondents

New South Wales  295,865  152,789 448,654 34% 29% 102

Big Rivers zone other  1,730  4,087 5,817 70% 0% <5

Canberra District  41  266 307 87% 0% 10

Central Ranges zone other  581  563 1,145 49% 0% 9

Cowra  123  43 166 26% 0% <5

Gundagai  5,118  42 5,160 1% 0% 10

Hastings River  2 2 100% 0% <5

Hilltops  833  361 1,194 30% 0% 21

Hunter  2,295  3,275 5,570 59% 0% 28

Mudgee  611  733 1,344 55% 0% 14

Murray Darling - Swan Hill NSW  66,354  61,003 127,357 48% 8% 15

Orange  831  3,112 3,942 79% 0% 29

Perricoota  922  2,798 3,720 75% 0% 5

Riverina  216,142  76,501 292,643 26% 19% 17

Shoalhaven Coast  3  1 4 28% 0% <5

Southern Highlands  1 1 100% 0% <5

Southern NSW zone other  2 2 100% 0% <5

Tumbarumba  280 280 0% 0% 11

Queensland  49  340 389 87% 0% 15

Granite Belt  43  257 299 86% 0% 12

Queensland zone other  5  76 80 94% 0% 5

South Burnett  2  7 9 78% 0% <5

South Australia  517,210  288,642 805,851 36% 51% 267

Adelaide Hills  15,070  5,257 20,327 26% 1% 94

Adelaide Plains  1,889  13 1,902 1% 0% 11

Barossa Valley  28,969  19,604 48,572 40% 3% 86

Barossa zone other  168  900 1,067 84% 0% 7

Clare Valley  11,766  14,427 26,194 55% 2% 52

Coonawarra  11,135  24,987 36,122 69% 2% 48
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State and region Tonnes  
purchased

Tonnes  
own grown

Total  
tonnes

Share  
winery grown

Share of  
national crush # respondents

Currency Creek  1,358  2,937 4,294 68% 0% 12

Eden Valley  3,060  3,782 6,842 55% 0% 39

Fleurieu zone other  1,680 1,680 0% 0% 10

Kangaroo Island  14  149 163 91% 0% 6

Langhorne Creek  21,767  14,627 36,394 40% 2% 51

Limestone Coast zone other  6,377  9,030 15,407 59% 1% 16

Lower Murray zone other  3,447  115 3,562 3% 0% 8

McLaren Vale  20,478  14,512 34,990 41% 2% 95

Mount Benson  1,876  1,939 3,815 51% 0% 7

Mount Gambier  931  15 946 2% 0% 9

Mount Lofty Ranges zone other  646  29 676 4% 0% 9

Padthaway  17,265  11,540 28,805 40% 2% 17

Riverland  360,273  146,495 506,769 29% 32% 63

Robe  356  3,658 4,014 91% 0% 6

Southern Fleurieu  826 826 0% 0% 8

Southern Flinders Ranges  642  441 1,083 41% 0% 5

The Peninsulas  139  52 191 27% 0% <5

Wrattonbully  7,079  14,131 21,211 67% 1% 21

Tasmania  2,694  8,268 10,963 75% 1% 6

Tasmania  2,694  8,268 10,963 75% 1% 6

Victoria  176,493  87,982 264,475 33% 17% 204

Alpine Valleys  2,244  656 2,900 23% 0% 17

Beechworth  238  201 438 46% 0% 8

Bendigo  1,431  93 1,524 6% 0% 14

Central Victoria zone other  626  3,432 4,058 85% 0% 6

Geelong  205  899 1,104 81% 0% 12

Gippsland  155 155 100% 0% <5

Glenrowan  128  1,190 1,318 90% 0% <5

Goulburn Valley  4,312  2,542 6,854 37% 0% 18

Table 1: Crush by state and region 2022 (collected tonnes) continued
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State and region Tonnes  
purchased

Tonnes  
own grown

Total  
tonnes

Share  
winery grown

Share of  
national crush # respondents

Grampians  658  1,307 1,965 67% 0% 14

Heathcote  3,407  5,952 9,358 64% 1% 43

Henty  39  439 478 92% 0% <5

King Valley  9,217  9,990 19,207 52% 1% 30

Macedon Ranges  50  147 198 75% 0% 12

Mornington Peninsula  399  724 1,124 64% 0% 29

Murray Darling - Swan Hill VIC  149,070  50,456 199,526 25% 13% 31

North East Victoria zone other  16  6 22 28% 0% <5

North West Victoria zone other  74  178 252 71% 0% <5

Port Phillip zone other  22  15 37 40% 0% <5

Pyrenees  224  888 1,113 80% 0% 17

Rutherglen  772  3,090 3,861 80% 0% 16

Strathbogie Ranges  449  1,346 1,795 75% 0% 7

Sunbury  3  94 96 97% 0% <5

Upper Goulburn  654  198 852 23% 0% 10

Western Victoria zone other  96  14 109 13% 0% <5

Yarra Valley  2,162  3,971 6,133 65% 0% 48

Western Australia  23,327  17,947 41,274 43% 3% 113

Blackwood Valley  1,178  62 1,240 5% 0% 10

Geographe  1,599  561 2,160 26% 0% 28

Great Southern  3,923  3,181 7,104 45% 0% 30

Manjimup  113  1 115 1% 0% <5

Margaret River  14,918  11,730 26,648 44% 2% 75

Pemberton  1,076  555 1,630 34% 0% 19

Perth Hills  52  172 224 77% 0% 7

Swan District  468  1,684 2,152 78% 0% 18

Grand Total  1,015,638  555,967  1,571,605 35% 100% 624

Table 1: Crush by state and region 2022 (collected tonnes) continued
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Table 2: Crush by major variety 2022

Major varieties 2022 estimated 
tonnes

Per cent change  
in tonnes

2022 weighted 
average purchase 

price

Percent change  
in price

Est total value  
ALL grapes

Red          

Shiraz 433,305 -19% 714 -19% 338,186,369

Cabernet Sauvignon 246,723 -19% 686 -13% 191,304,252

Merlot 97,489 -19% 473 -20% 49,337,194

Pinot Noir 44,271 -19% 1200 -3% 68,728,647

Petit Verdot 19,832 -25% 356 -29% 7,714,396

Durif 16,715 8% 434 -31% 8,191,650

Grenache 15,102 -3% 1319 5% 20,696,937

Ruby Cabernet 10,295 -27% 369 -26% 3,828,024

Malbec 9,755 51% 962 -7% 9,556,909

Mataro/Mourvèdre 5,908 -38% 1007 1% 7,141,204

Other red 59,735 18%   41,922,125

Total red 959,131 -17% 707 -15% 746,607,707

White          

Chardonnay 358,007 -6% 517 -3% 202,674,426

Sauvignon Blanc 90,409 -10% 756 12% 73,701,233

Pinot Gris/Grigio 73,092 -20% 690 -2% 51,687,308

Semillon 55,080 -12% 487 5% 28,505,983

Muscat Gordo Blanco 49,856 -18% 331 3% 16,475,610

Colombard 48,370 -10% 330 2% 15,994,364

Riesling 20,822 -2% 1171 7% 26,434,079

Muscat à Petits Grains Blancs 20,650 -8% 364 0% 7,683,655

Prosecco 15,397 -1% 960 1% 15,250,825

Gewürztraminer 9,351 2% 397 -4% 3,933,107

Other white 34,096 -8%  0% 23,215,907

Total white 775,129 -9% 548 2% 465,556,497

Total all varieties 1,734,260 -14% 630 -10% 1,212,164,205
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Table 3: Varieties outside the top 20 reported in the National Vintage Survey 2022

These varieties were outside the top 10 for each colour but reported individually in 
the regional summary tables.

Reds Whites

Barbera Chenin Blanc

Cabernet Franc Fiano

Graciano Grüner Veltliner

Lagrein Marsanne

Montepulciano Roussanne

Muscat à Petits Grains Rouges Verdelho

Nebbiolo Vermentino

Nero d’Avola Viognier

Pinot Meunier

Sangiovese

Tempranillo

Touriga Nacional

Varieties grouped as ‘other’ in regional intake summary reports but which have at 
least three wineries reporting them in total.

Other reds Other whites

Aglianico Mondeuse Noire Alvarinho

Alicante Bouschet Muscat Hamburg Arinto

Bonvedro Negroamaro Arneis

Carignan Rubired Canada Muscat

Carmenère Sagrantino Clairette

Chambourcin Saperavi Friulano

Cinsaut Souzao Garganega

Colorino Tannat Greco

Counoise Tarrango Grenache Blanc

Dolcetto Teroldego Gros Manseng

Gamay Noir Tinta Amarela Malvasia Istriana

Isabella Tinta Barroca Moscato Giallo

Lambrusco Maestri Tinta Câo Muscadelle

Marzemino Tinta Madeira/Molle Orange Muscat

Mencia Palomino

Pecorino

Pedro Ximenez

Pinot Blanc

Savagnin

Topaque

Trebbiano

Verdejo

Verduzzo

There are a further 22 red and 29 white varieties reported by at least one winery in 2022 – including some that are not identified by name. These are not listed to protect the confidentiality of the 
respondents.
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Method 
The National Vintage Survey is a single annual crush and price survey conducted 
by Wine Australia on behalf of the Australian wine sector. This report has been 
prepared by Wine Australia based on an analysis of survey results. 

Wine grapes levy payers (approximately 2,000 businesses) are sent a request 
for crush data in late April. Wine Tasmania conducts the survey in Tasmania in 
collaboration with Wine Australia to ensure alignment of results and to minimise 
survey load on wineries.

Respondents are asked to provide individual transaction data by variety and 
region for grape purchases and a summary of their own (winery) grown fruit by 
variety and region. This enables accurate reporting of crush (production) and price 
dispersion data by variety and GI region as well as at a national and state level.

In 2022, responses were received from 624 businesses17, including all wineries 
known to have crushed over 10,000 tonnes.  This represented a response rate 
of 37 per cent of eligible entities that received a survey invitation. The reported 
(collected) tonnage is estimated to account for 91 per cent of all winegrapes 
crushed in 2022.

Calculating the national crush estimate
At a national level, the data collected has been scaled up to provide an estimate of 
the actual crush by variety (including non-collected tonnes). 

The actual crush figure for each vintage is taken to be the figure provided by the 
Department of Agriculture Water and the Environment (DAWE) levies unit, which 
collects levies based on crush and is the most accurate crush figure available.  This 
figure is updated as levy returns are received and is not finalised until at least 12-18 
months after the vintage it refers to. Therefore, Wine Australia prepares an early 
estimate of the crush for the wine sector based on the survey results.

17. Plus a further 88 that reported crushing zero tonnes in 2022

The crush estimate is based on calculating the ratio of tonnes collected in the 
survey in the current year to the tonnes collected from the same respondents in 
the previous year18. This is assumed to be representative of the overall change in 
crush volume between the two years, although it can be affected by other factors 
including changes of ownership and business decisions around use of fruit.

This change in crush is applied to the final DAWE figure19 for the previous vintage to 
provide an estimate for the current vintage.

2022 estimated crush calculation

Change in crush from respondents  
who responded in both 2022 and 2021

 
-13.5% 

DAWE figure for 2021 2,005,155 tonnes

Calculation: 2,005,155 x (1 ± 0.135) = 1,734,260

Wine Australia estimated crush for 2022 1,734,260 tonnes

Reconciliation of crush estimate in 2021

Wine Australia estimate in 2021 survey 2,028,428 tonnes (June 2021)

DAWE figure for 2021 2,005,155 tonnes (as at May 2022)

The Wine Australia estimate for the 2021 crush was within 23,273 tonnes (1.1 per 
cent) of the DAWE figure for levy returns from the 2021 vintage, as at May 2022. 

It should be noted that the 2021 figures reported in this 2022 report will vary slightly 
from what was reported last year, as they have been adjusted based on using the 
updated DAWE recorded figure for 2021 and incorporating late responses and data 
corrections.

18. The tonnage collected from this group is 89% of the total estimated crush
19. In fact, the DAWE figure can continue to change for many months as late returns are received. 

The latest available figure is used in this calculation, which is from May 2022.
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Notes on the calculation of average value and valuation of own 
grown fruit
The average value is calculated at the variety/region level by dividing the total 
amount paid for all purchased grapes of that variety/region by the tonnes for 
which purchase value is provided.

Where tonnes purchased have been reported without a price attached, or with a 
price of $0, these tonnes are not included in the calculation of the average price for 
that variety. 

The value of own grown fruit is estimated using the same calculated average 
purchase value as applies for purchased fruit of that variety in that region. Where 
there are no purchases of a particular variety, the average for that variety across 
all similar regions is used to estimate the value, or – if that is not available – then 
the average for red or white in the same region is used. It should be noted that 
this figure is an estimate only as own grown fruit by definition does not have a 
commercial purchase value.

Where there are fewer than three wineries reporting a purchase of a particular 
variety, the total purchase value and average price are not displayed in the 
regional intake summary reports to protect confidentiality.  However, the calculated 
value is included in the total purchase value for red and white varieties overall.

Please direct any questions on this report’s method and data to Manager, Market 
Insights Peter Bailey at Wine Australia peter.bailey@wineaustralia.com
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Note: data published in this report supercedes that in earlier reports. Minor 
variations in reported figures can occur due to data revisions.

Any questions about the report should be directed to: 
Wine Australia Market Insights 
+61 8 8228 2000 
market.insights@wineaustralia.com 

Published July 2022 © Wine Australia

About Wine Australia

Wine Australia supports a competitive wine sector by investing in research, 
development and adoption (RDA), growing domestic and international markets, and 
protecting the reputation of Australian wine.

Wine Australia is an Australian Commonwealth Government statutory authority, 
established under the Wine Australia Act 2013, and funded by grape growers and 
winemakers through levies and user-pays charges and the Australian Government, 
which provides matching funding for RDA investments.

Disclaimer

This information has been made available to assist on the understanding 
that Wine Australia is not rendering professional advice. Wine Australia does 
not accept responsibility for the results of any actions taken on the basis of 
the information contained in this report, nor for the accuracy, currency or 
completeness of any material contained in it. Wine Australia expressly disclaims 
all and any liability and responsibility to any person in respect of consequences of 
anything done in respect of reliance, whether wholly or in part, upon this report.


